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A Novel Axial Flux Magnetically Geared Machine 
for Power Split Application 

Z.Q. Zhu, Fellow, IEEE, Mohammed F. Khatab, H. Y. Li, and Y. Liu

   Abstract - This paper proposes an axial flux magnetically 
geared (AFMG) permanent magnet (PM) machine for power 
split application in hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs). The 
proposed AFMG machine has the merits of simple structure and 
improved torque density by combining a magnetic gear (MG) 
with a PM machine. The machine can realize power split with 
the help of dual mechanical ports and one electrical port, i.e., the 
input mechanical power and/or electrical power produced by 
the machine can be split or integrated. The operation principle 
and two feasible stator slot/rotor pole combinations are 
analyzed. Moreover, the influence of the machine parameters on 
the output torque as well as the performance of both 
combinations are investigated and compared by using JMAG 
three dimensional (3D) finite element analysis (FEA). In 
addition, the method of boosting the machine torque is described 
and experiment results of the proposed machine prototype are 
provided and compared with FEA results. 

Index Terms: Axial flux machines, magnetic gears, 
magnetically geared machines, power split. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

XIAL flux permanent magnet (AFPM) machines have 
attracted significant research attention. They have 

several unique advantages over radial flux PM (RFPM) 
machines such as high torque density, low rotor losses, and 
high efficiency [1].  

In many industrial applications, mechanical gears are 
widely used for delivering torque and speed from the prime-
mover to other rotating components [2]. However, due to the 
physical contact, frequent maintenance, high friction losses, 
large vibration and noise are inevitable. Therefore, magnetic 
gears (MGs) are currently being developed in an attempt to 
replace mechanical gears, due to their feature of contactless 
transmission [3]. The development of MG topologies in 
which modulation rings are located between the two rotors 
inspires researchers to create new types of cascaded electrical 
machines (i.e. magnetically geared machines) where the MGs 
are integrated with permanent magnet machines under the 
same frame [4]. 

With the merit of high efficiency, fuel economy and low 
emission, hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) have been regarded 
as the most realistic substitute for conventional fuel vehicles 
[5]. In HEVs, a mechanical planetary gear is always adopted 
to transmit and split the power produced by an internal 
combustion engine (ICE) [6]. However, planetary gears have 
the same problems as conventional mechanical gears, 
namely, lubrication and mechanical loss. To eliminate the use 
of planetary gears, magnetically geared machines are now 
being widely investigated for HEVs, with the potential of 
achieving power split function.  

Numerous radial-flux magnetically geared machine 
topologies have been proposed [7], [8], and several 
topologies have been particularly invented for power split in 
HEVs, as presented in [9], [10]. In addition, axial flux 
magnetically geared PM (AFMGPM) machine topologies for 
various applications have been presented and analyzed. An 
axial flux magnetically geared machine with torque density 
of approximately 15 kNm/m3 was firstly presented in [11]. 
Then, several other AFMGPM topologies were proposed and 
analyzed for wind power applications [12-14]. Furthermore, 
AFPM machine topologies have also been proposed to realize 
power split function and have the merit of high torque density 
and short axial space compared to their radial counterparts. 
AFPM machines have been introduced to realize power split 
function in HEVs and wind power applications [15], [16]. 
Nevertheless, these axial flux machines have not attracted as 
much research attention as the radial counterparts [14]. To the 
author’s knowledge, only one AFMGPM machine topology 
has been presented for power split applications in HEVs. In 
[17], an axial flux magnetically geared machine is presented 
for HEVs, in which a double stator with distribution windings 
has been utilized. However, the machine has a complex 
structure and low power factor in generating and motoring 
modes.  

      
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 1  3D model of the proposed machine topology. (a) 3D and exploded 
view. (b) 2D cross section at average diameter. 

In this paper, a new 3-phase AFMGPM machine for power 
split application is proposed, of which the basic concept is 
presented in [18] and [19]. The topology is a combination of 
a high performance yokeless and segmented armature 
machine, as presented in [20], [21], and an axial MG, which 
shares the machine stator as modulation ring. It should be 
noted that the distinct feature of the proposed machine is that 
the fractional slot concentrated winding is utilised to amplify 
the torque of both PM rotors with different pole-pair 
numbers. By utilizing JMAG designer 3D-FEA [22], 
possible rotor pole combinations of the proposed topology at 
stator pole of 12 are analyzed and compared. The machine 
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performance at no-load and full-load is also studied. The last 
section describes the prototype design and experimental 
validation is also conducted. 

II. PROPOSED AXIAL FLUX MG MACHINE AND PRINCIPLE 
OF OPERATION  

Fig. 1 shows the proposed machine topology. The machine 
is comprised of two surface mounted PM axial rotors and one 
stator constructed of a combination of iron pieces with 
concentrated windings. By employing different pole-pair 
numbers for two PM rotors, a magnetic gearing effect can be 
exhibited within both rotors. Moreover, the utilized 
concentrated windings are wound over each stator piece. The 
principle of operation and gearing ratio of MGs are derived 
and described in [23]. The power can be transferred between 
the high-speed rotor (HSR) and low-speed rotor (LSR) when 
the relationship between both rotor pole pairs and modulator 
piece poles 券鎚 is 券鎚 噺 喧鎮 髪 喧朕                                  (1) 

The corresponding gearing ratio 罫追  with fixed modulator 
pieces can be calculated as follows:  罫追 噺 伐 椎如椎廿 噺 脹如脹廿 噺 津廿津如                                       (2) 

where pl, 劇鎮  and 券鎮 are pole pairs, torque and rotational speed 
of the LSR, respectively. ph, 劇朕  and 券朕 are pole pairs, torque 
and rotational speed of the HSR, respectively. 

In addition to the torque exerted on both rotors due to the 
MG effect, the torque produced by the interaction between 
armature current flux harmonics and PM flux harmonics is 
utilized to increase the total machine torque. For the 
magnetically geared machine proposed in this paper, the 
stationary pole pieces 券鎚 is chosen as 12, and several rotor 
pole combinations can be considered according to the MG 
principle given in (1). In addition, for PM machines, the 
relationship between the stator slots  券鎚  and the rotor pole 
pairs 喧 can be given by に喧 噺 券鎚 罰 倦┸ 倦 噺 な┸に┸ ┼                                  (3) 

Therefore, by considering both (1) and (3), possible rotor 
pole combinations of the machine can be determined for  券鎚 
of 12 and are listed in Table I. However, for the machines 
with concentrated windings, the stator slots  券鎚 and rotor pole 
2 喧 combinations largely affect winding factor and 
performance [24], [25]. 

 For PM machines, the number of slots per pole per phase 
(Spp) is defined by           鯨椎椎 噺 津濡態椎陳                         (4) 

where m is the number of phases [26].The fundamental 
winding factors Kw1 of concentrated windings for possible 
rotor pole combinations are then calculated and listed in 
Table I. Due to the relatively high winding factor, for the 
proposed AFMGPM machine, the concentrated winding is 
suggested for two rotor pole combinations. The first 
combination is known as (MG12/5-7), in which HSR pole 
pairs ph equals 5 and LSR pole pairs pl equals 7. The second 
combination is known as (MG12/4-8), in which ph=4 and 
pl=8. The remaining pole combinations in Table I are not 
suitable for the proposed topology since the Spp of HSR is an 
integer, thus resulting in a low winding factor for 
concentrated windings. For the selected rotor pole 

combinations, the phase coils are connected in series and their 
winding EMF phasors are depicted in Fig.2. 

TABLE I 
ROTOR POLE COMBINATIONS FOR 3 PHASE CONCENTRATED WINDINGS. 

 仔史 使残 使酸 札司 
Kw1 Spp 

LSR HSR LSR HSR 

12 

7 5 1.4 0.933 0.933 4/7 2/5 

8 4 2 0.866 0.866 1/4 1/2 

10 2 5 0.50 0.50 1/5 1 

11 1 11 0.25 0.25 2/11 2 

                    
                           (a)                                                          (b)  
Fig.2  Coil EMF phasors for proposed topologies. (a) MG12/5-7.                      
(b) MG12/4-8. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM OF AXIAL FLUX MAGNETICALLY 
GEARED MACHINE.  

There are three types of HEV drive mode; series hybrid, 
parallel hybrid and power split [27]. For the series hybrid 
mode, the electric motor fed by the battery is directly applied 
to the wheels. The ICE is connected to the electric generator, 
which is used to charge the battery. The parallel hybrid mode 
is applied when both ICE and the electric machine are used 
to drive the wheels individually. The electric machine is 
utilized as a generator to charge the battery when the wheel is 
driven by the ICE. The power split mode is a combination 
between the above mentioned two modes, utilizing a 
planetary gear as a power split device. 

The presented machine is proposed for variable speed HEV 
systems. The machine can realize the function of planetary 
gear and conventional synchronous motor/generator in 
conventional hybrid electric traction systems. The proposed 
machine operating condition can be classified into two 
operating modes, as can be seen in Fig.3.  

                       
(a)                                                           (b) 

Fig.3 Proposed machine operating modes. (a) Power split. (b) Magnetically 
geared motor.  

 

1. Power split mode (Mode 1):  In this case, either LSR or 
HSR is connected to the load, which is driven by the torque 
transferred due to the magnetic gearing effect from the input 
mechanical torque. The MG machine in this case operates 
as an MG to scale up/down the torque/speed of the prime-
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mover. Moreover, the machine also operates as a generator 
due to the induced EMF on the stator windings (Fig.3-a). 

2. Magnetically geared motor mode (Mode 2): In this 
operating mode, the load is driven by the torque transferred 
from the mechanical prime-mover utilizing a magnetic 
gearing effect. In addition, the machine torque can be 
amplified by the electromagnetic torque produced by 
armature reaction when the rated current is applied into the 
machine windings (Fig.3-b).  

IV. INFLUENCE OF CRITICAL PARAMETERS ON MACHINE 
PERFORMANCE  

With the aim of obtaining the maximum torque 
transmission capability, the proposed AFMGPM machine is 
globally optimized by utilizing ANSYS Maxwell 2D-FEA 
software. Moreover, with the optimal dimensions, the 
influence of each parameter on machine performance is 
studied with the aid of JMAG 3D-FEA software. For this 
study, the machine is operated as a magnetically geared motor 
(mode2) and the LSR is assumed to be the output rotor which 
is connected to the drive, and the HSR is assumed as being 
connected to an external prime-mover. During the study 
process, the machine’s constant parameters and dimensions 
are obtained and are provided in Table II. Meanwhile, the 
variable parameters are indicated in Fig. 4 and identified in 
Table III.  It should be noted that the HSR speeds of both 
topologies are set as 400 rpm, and therefore, the LSR speeds 
are calculated according to (2). In this case, the frequency of 
the no-load and on-load stator fluxes f can be obtained by 血 噺 津廿椎廿滞待 噺 津如椎如滞待                                   (5) 

Therefore, the stator flux frequency of MG12/5-7 is 33.33 
Hz and it is 26.66 Hz for MG12/4-8. 

TABLE II 
CONSTANT PARAMETERS OF THE MACHINES. 

Parameter MG 
12/5-7 

MG 
12/4-8 

HSR rated speed (rpm) 400 400 
LSR rated speed (rpm) 285.7 200 
HSR pole pair no. (ph) 5 4 
LSR pole pair no. (pl) 7 8 
Stator slot number (ns) 12 12 

Machine outer diameter (mm) 90 90 
Axial length (mm) 25 25 

Air-gap length (mm) 0.5 0.5 
Number of turns /phase 80 80 

Packing factor 0.5 0.5 
Copper loss (W) 30 30 
Gearing ratio Gr 1.4 2 

PM remanence Br (T) 1.2 

Since it has been stated that the maximum torque can be 
produced by MG effect when the relative angle between the 
two rotors is adjusted at 90 elec. deg. [28], before starting the 
study procedure, the relative initial position between the two 
rotors must be adjusted at maximum torque position. 
Moreover, the stator winding is supplied by 3-phase currents. 
The current angle is adjusted to maximize the LSR torque in 
which the torque produced by armature reaction is added to 
the LSR MG torque. Consequently, since the AFMGPM has 
two torque parts, the influence of each parameter is exerted 
on the magnetic gear effect torque as well as the armature 
current torque.  

 
Fig. 4 Machine topology dimensions. 

The sequence of the influence of the PM dimensions, slot 
width, tooth tip thickness, slot opening width, and the ratio 
between the inner and outer diameters on the machine torque 
is considered. Moreover, under the investigation of each 
individual parameter, the optimal values of other parameters 
will be fixed. The influence of each parameter on average 
torque is explained in the following section.  

TABLE III 
VARIABLE PARAMETERS OF THE MACHINES 

Parameter Symbol Definition 

HSR magnet angle ratio 堅朕椎ｅ追銚痛沈墜 
肯陳朕酵朕  

LSR magnet angle ratio 堅鎮椎ｅ追銚痛沈墜 
肯陳鎮酵鎮  

HSR magnet thickness ratio 堅朕痛ｅ追銚痛沈墜 
月陳朕詣追朕  

LSR magnet thickness ratio 堅鎮痛ｅ追銚痛沈墜 
月陳鎮詣追鎮  

Stator slot width ratio 嫌椎ｅ追銚痛沈墜 
拳鎚鎚酵鎚  

Stator slot tips thickness ratio 嫌脹ｅ追銚痛沈墜 
嫌脹詣鎚 

Stator tooth width ratio 嫌鎚墜ｅ追銚痛沈墜 
拳鎚痛酵鎚  

A. Influence of PM dimensions 

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the AFMGPM machine has high 
and low-speed rotors. By keeping other parameters constant, 
the influence of the LSR PM dimensions on the LSR average 
torque of MG12/5-7 and MG12/4-8 is illustrated in Fig. 5.   
It is obvious that the maximum output torque is sensitive to 
the PM dimensions of both machines. A maximum LSR 
torque of MG12/5-7 can be obtained when the low-speed PM 
angle ratio 堅鎮椎ｅ追銚痛沈墜 is designed as (0.98-1) and the magnet 
thickness ratio 堅鎮痛ｅ追銚痛沈墜 is approximately 0.58, Fig. 5(a). On 
the other hand, the output torque of MG12/4-8 can be 
maximized when the LSR PM angle ratio is approximately 1 
and the thickness ratio is approximately 0.5, Fig. 5(b). 

Moreover, with optimal dimensions of LSR PM, the 
variation of high-speed PM dimensions on the output torque 
of two machine models is shown in Fig. 6. For MG12/5-7, the 
LSR torque reaches maximum value when the HSR PM 
thickness ratio 堅朕痛ｅ追銚痛沈墜 and magnet angle ratio 堅朕椎ｅ追銚痛沈墜  are 
designed at approximately 0.5 and 0.94, respectively, as can 
be seen in Fig. 6(a), whereas the torque of MG12/4-8 reaches 
maximum value when the HSR PM thickness ratio 堅朕痛ｅ追銚痛沈墜 is 
approximately 0.5 and magnet angle ratio 堅朕椎ｅ追銚痛沈墜  is 
approximately 0.87, Fig. 6(b). According to the obtained 
performances of the two topologies, the torque always reaches 
its maximum value when the rotor pole pitch and the stator 
pole pitch are approximately the same. The effect of leakage 
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flux is decreased in this case in which the MG torque is highly 
affected by the magnet angle. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5 Influen-ce of the LSR magnet dimensions on LSR output torque  
(a) MG12/5-7 (b) MG12/4-8. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 6 Influence of HSR magnet dimensions on LSR output torque  
(a) MG12/5-7 (b) MG12/4-8.  

B. Influence of slot width 

The influence of the stator slot width was investigated, with 
the armature reaction at rated current being considered. The 
rated current can be calculated at fixed copper loss of 30 W. 
The machine current can be calculated by 

荊銚 眺暢聴 噺 俵 鶏頂通ぬ 迎銚 噺 俵鶏頂通  畦銚 倦椎捗は貢 詣銚軽銚態   (6) 

where 荊銚 眺暢聴 is the RMS phase current, 鶏頂通 is the copper loss, 迎銚 is the winding resistance, 貢  is the copper resistivity, 詣銚 is 
the stator active length, 軽銚 is the number of winding turns per 
phase,  倦椎捗 is the winding packing factor and 畦銚 is the coil 
area.  

Fig. 7 indicates the effect of the slot width on the average 
torque for the considered models. It can be seen that the two 
topologies have optimal LSR average torque when the slot 
width ratio 嫌椎ｅ追銚痛沈墜 is approximately 0.24. At fixed machine 
outer diameter, and by considering the end winding thickness, 
the machine active length in the radial direction is changed 
with the stator slot. The slot width in this case affects the 
torque produced by the armature reaction and MG effect.  

C. Influence of slot tip thickness 

At fixed stator width   詣鎚 , the average output torque for 
different tooth tip thicknesses is presented in Fig. 8. It can be 
seen that the average torque is sensitive to the stator width in 
which the torque decreases as the tooth tip thickness 
increases. That is due to the decreases of the slot area as well 
as the armature current capability. The shape of the stator slot 
has a critical impact on the MG effect as well as the turns of 
the copper wires.  

 
Fig. 7 Influence of slot width on average torque. 

 
Fig. 8 Influence of slot tip thickness on average torque. 

D. Influence of slot opening width 

The influence of the slot opening width on the average 
torque is obtained by studying the changing of the ratio of the 
stator pole width  拳鎚痛  to the stator pole pitch   酵鎚 . Fig. 9 
indicates the effect of slot opening width on both machines 
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torque performance. It can be noted that the machine torque 
of the two models reaches its maximum value when the slot 
opening ratio is approximately 0.38. This effect is due to the 
leakage flux between two different pole tips being eliminated 
as the slot opening increases. 

E. Influence of the ratio between outer and inner diameters 

The influence of the ratio of the machine inner diameter 
(ID) with respect to the machine outer diameter (OD) was 
also studied. The inner diameter is changed at different values 
whereas the outer diameter is kept constant. Fig. 10 indicates 
the influence of inner to outer diameter variation on the 
machine torque performance. It is obvious that the average 
torque of the two topologies increases as the ratio decreases. 
On the other hand, when the ratio increases, the machine’s 
active length decreases which results in decreasing of the 
stator coil and the magnet lengths.  

 
Fig. 9 Influence of slot opening on average torque. 

 
Fig. 10 Influence of machine inner diameter on average torque. 

V. ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED MAGNETICALLY GEARED 
MACHINE. 

Both MG12/5-7 and MG12/4-8 are analyzed and studied in 
this section. With two machine specifications and parameters 
listed in Table II, the no-load performance is calculated at 
zero relative angle between the HSR and LSR pole axes. 
However, with the aim of calculating the torque performance 
and obtaining maximum MG torque, the axes of both rotors 
are placed to have a relative position angle of 90 elec. deg. 
[28]. With stationary modulator pieces, the relative electrical 
angle 絞 between two rotors can be calculated by 絞 噺 喧朕肯朕 伐 喧鎮肯鎮  (7) 

where 肯朕 and 肯鎮 are the mechanical axis angles of HSR and 
LSR, respectively. The maximum relative position angle is 
obtained by fixing the LSR pole axis at zero initial position, 
whereas the HSR axis position is rotated over 90 elec. deg. 
(18 mech. deg. of MG12/5-7, and 22.5 mech. deg. of 
MG12/4-8) with the reference of LSR position, as explaind in 

Fig. 11. By utilizing 3D-FEA, the performance of the 
machine is verified and compared at no-load and on-load 
conditions. 

A. No-load field and back-EMF 
The no-load performance is firstly obtained and compared 

for both machines. Fig. 12 plots the no-load flux density 
distributions of both machine geometries at initial position. It 
can be seen that the flux density of the MG12/5-7 is higher 
than that of the MG12/4-8. Moreover, the machine is 
simulated at open circuit and both rotors are rotating at their 
rated speeds. The no-load performance is calculated at initial 
relative angle between HSR and LSR being zero, in which the 
d- axis of HSR and LSR poles are aligned. Fig. 13 shows the 
comparison of phase flux linkages for both AFMGPM 
machines. It can be observed that the phase flux linkage 
waveforms of the two machines are sinusoidal and 
symmetrical. Also, it is clear that MG12/5-7 has higher flux 
linkage magnitude of approximately 17.2 mWb, whereas 
MG12/4-8 has flux linkage magnitude of approximately 15.3 
mWb.  

            
                          (a)                (b) 
Fig. 11 Illustration of relative angle between HSR and LSR. (a) Minimum 
relative angle (0 elec. deg.). (b) Maximum relative angle (90 elec. deg.).  

  
                     (a)                                                                    (b) 

Fig. 12 No-load flux density distributions at initial position. (a) MG12/5-7 
(b) MG12/4-8. 

 
Fig. 13 Comparison of no-load flux linkages for different rotor pole 
combinations at zero relative angle. 

The phase back EMFs and the corresponding spectra of the 
proposed topologies are compared in Fig. 14. It shows that 
both machines contain slight 3rd and 5th harmonics. On the 
other hand, the back EMF induced in the stator windings is a 
result of the summation of the back EMF produced by both 
rotors. The back EMF amplitude values of MG12/5-7 and 
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MG12/4-8 are approximately 3.6 and 2.6 V, respectively. 
Moreover, the comparison indicates that MG12/5-7 has 
significant higher EMF amplitude in that the machine back 
EMF is proportional to the winding factor which is higher 
than MG12/4-8 as evidenced in Table I. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 14 Comparison of no-load phase back EMFs and corresponding 
harmonics at zero relative angle.  (a) Waveforms (b) Harmonics spectra. 

B. Torque 
The torque of the proposed machine consists of two parts: 

torque produced by MG effect, which is a function of the 
relative position between HSR and LSR, and electromagnetic 
torque produced by the interaction of armature field and PM 
field. Fig. 15 shows the MG torque angle characteristics for 
the proposed machine which can be obtained by blocking the 
LSR at initial position of 肯鎮 噺 ど墜  whereas the HSR is 
incrementally rotated with the reference of the LSR position. 
It is clear that the torque of both rotors increases as the 
relative angle increases and reaches its maximum value when 絞  is 90 elec. deg., in which the corresponding mechanical 
angles of HSRs 肯朕 of MG12/5-7 and MG12/4-8 are 18o and 
22.5o, respectively. Similarly, by holding the HSR still at 肯朕 噺 ど墜  and rotating the LSR with reference of the HSR 
initial position, the torque reaches its maximum value when 
the corresponding mechanical angle of LSRs 肯鎮  of MG12/5-
7 and MG12/4-8 are 12.85o and 11.25o, respectively. In fact, 
the angle between the HSR and LSR is determined by the 
applied load. In other words, when no load is applied on the 
output shaft, the relative angle is approximately zero if the 
torque produced by the rotor weight is neglected. Moreover, 
as the load increases, the relative angle increases and the 
torque reaches its maximum value when the relative angle is 
90 elec. deg. Further, when the load exceeds the maximum 
torque value, both rotors will slip.  Moreover, Fig. 16 shows 
the MG effect torque performance and the harmonics spectra 
for both topologies when the relative angle is adjusted at 90 
elec. deg (Mode 1). For the proposed MG12/5-7, the 
maximum torques for HSR and LSR are approximately 3.83 

Nm and 5.34 Nm respectively, and the corresponding 
magnetic gear ratio of approximately 1.40 can be obtained. 
Moreover, for the proposed MG12/4-8, a maximum torque of 
approximately 2.24 Nm and 4.49 Nm can be obtained by HSR 
and LSR respectively, in which the gear ratio is 
approximately 2.0. In addition, MG12/4-8 has more torque 
ripple compared to MG12/5-7. The effect of machine torque 
ripple can be explained and predicted by the cogging torque 
factor 系脹 , which can be presented by the formula given in 
[29]: 系脹 噺 態椎 朝濡挑寵暢 岫態椎┸朝濡岻                                     (8) 

 

where 詣系警 岫に喧┸ 軽鎚岻 is the least common multiple between 
the number of stator poles and the number of poles of either 
HSR or LSR. The higher 系脹  value indicates higher torque 
ripple value; however, the minimum value for 系脹  is unity 
which constitutes a proper selection for rotor pole pair 
combinations. Consequently, the torque ripple exhibited in 
the proposed machine can be estimated. It is obvious that 系脹 
is 2 for both HSR and LSR of MG12/5-7, and, similarly, 系脹 
factors of MG12/4-8 for both rotors are 4. 

 
Fig. 15 MG effect torque-HSR angle characteristics for HSR and LSR with 
the reference of LSR. 

Moreover, Fig. 17 shows that when the rated current is 
applied to the stator winding, the LSR torques for both 
machines increase (Mode 2). However, the average HSR 
torque will not be affected by armature reaction current. 
According to operation principles of synchronous machines, 
the d- axis of the LSR flux is aligned with the phase A pole 
as shown in Fig. 11. Therefore, the armature field only 
interacts with the PM field of LSR, which results in extra 
torque and torque being transferred from HSR due to the 
gearing effect.  Fig. 18 shows the relationship between the 
machine average torque and the current angle at the optimal 
relative angle. It is obvious that the torque produced by 
armature reaction can be controlled by the current angle. On 
the other hand, the power/torque produced by the armature 
reaction can be split between the high and low-speed rotors 
by changing the current angle between (0 and 90岻 elec. deg. 
In this case, the armature reaction flux is aligned with LSR 
PM flux. In addition, by changing the current angle to its 
optimal value of ひど elec. deg., the armature current torque 
will be added to HSR torque. Furthermore, at maximum 
torque exerted on a specific rotor, the armature reaction effect 
on the other rotor should be zero. In general, the matching 
between MG torque of either HSR or LSR and armature 
reaction torque can be obtained by the accurate choice of the 
stator’s current angle at the given relative angle.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 16 Comparison of high and low-speed rotor MG torques for different 
rotor pole combinations (a) Torques. (b) Spectra. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 17 Comparison of high and low speed rotor torques for different rotor 
pole combinations at full load (a) Torques. (b) Spectra. 

C. Axial force 
The major force which should be considered in the 

machine analysis is the attractive force between the rotor PMs 
and the stator core (the axial force). Fig. 19 compares the 
axial forces exerted on the machine rotors at no-load and on-
load conditions. It is worth mentioning that the force is 
calculated at maximum relative angle between HSR and LSR 
(90 elec. deg.). In this case, the d-axis of the LSR and the d-

axis of phase A are aligned, whereas the HSR is adjusted at 
90 elec. deg. with the reference of the LSR. It can be seen that 
the average magnetic forces of HSR and LSR are unequal due 
to the unequal number of rotor poles and hence different air-
gap flux density. Moreover, the magnetic forces applied on 
the HSRs are slightly increased at on-load condition due to 
the armature current flux density, whereas the forces applied 
on the LSRs are approximately the same as that at no-load 
condition since the d-axis of the LSR and the axis of phase A 
are aligned. Moreover, as can be seen in Fig. 20, an 
unbalanced force exists on the machine stator since the force 
on the stator is the sum of both rotor forces, but in opposite 
directions.  

  
Fig. 18 Torque – current angle curves at maximum MG torque. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 19 Comparison of high and low speed rotor axial forces for different 
rotor pole combinations at no-load and on-load. (a) Axial forces. (b) Spectra. 

D. Losses and efficiency 
With the aid of JMAG 3D-FEA, the losses within the stator 
and the rotor of the proposed machine topologies are analyzed 
and compared. Assuming constant copper loss of 30 W and 
constant rated rotor speeds at the maximum relative angle of 
90 elec. deg., the iron loss is evaluated when the LSR is 
considered as an output torque. Moreover, in order to estimate 
the magnet eddy current loss, the magnet characteristics are 
assumed to be linear. A magnet permeability (たr) of 1.05 and 
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a magnet resistivity of 1.4×10-5 (Ωm) are assigned to the 
magnet. Furthermore, at rated rotor speeds and when the 
mechanical loss is ignored, the efficiencies of both topologies 
are calculated and compared. Table IV compares the losses, 
efficiencies and power factors of the two topologies. It is 
evident that the PM and iron losses are higher in MG12/5-7 
since both the flux density and the output torque are higher. 
However, MG12/5-7 has higher efficiency compared with 
MG12/4-8 at the given copper loss. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 20 Comparison of axial forces applied on stators for different rotor pole 
combinations at no-load and on-load. (a) Axial forces. (b) Spectra. 

TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF MACHINE LOSSES AND EFFICIENCY AT RATED 

CURRENT AND SPEED 

Parameter MG 
12/5-7 

MG 
12/4-8 

LSR speed (rpm) 285.7 200 

Torque density (Nm/m3) 43 37.5 

Mechanical output power (W) 203.5 124 

Copper loss (W) 30 30 

PM eddy current loss (W) 0.34 0.3 

Iron loss (W) 2.8 2.2 

Power factor 0.7 0.54 

Efficiency (%) 86 79.2 

E. Influence of machine size on power output 

In addition to HEVs, the presented machine in this study is 
also suitable for other low speed high torque applications, 
such as wind power generation [30] [31]. For the machine 
mentioned above, the output power at rated speed is quite low 
since its outer diameter is very small. Therefore, the influence 
of the machine size and the possibility for higher power 
applications will be discussed in this sub-section. From the 
conventional AFPM machine point of view, it is evident that 

the outer diameter has a significant impact on the machine 
torque/power at constant speed since they are proportional 
with the cube of the outer diameter (劇 苅 経潮戴 ) [20].  In 
addition, it is obvious that with the increase of the machine 
size, the optimal modular (slot)/rotor pole number 
combination and geometrical structure for largest output 
power changes. However, for the sake of simplicity and 
discussion, the proposed MG12/5-7 machine is simply scaled 
up since it has a larger output power than the MG12/4-8. The 
optimized topology of MG12/5-7 is scaled in both radial and 
axil directions with the same scale factor as explained in Fig. 
21. Fig. 22 indicates the powers of the HSR and LSR and the 
corresponding machine volume at different scale factors at 
the rated speeds. It is clear that the machine volume linearly 
increases with the scale factor, and power significantly 
increases as the machine is scaled up. Therefore, according to 
the obtained results, when the outer diameter and the axial 
length are scaled by 10, (i.e. Do=900 mm and Lx=250 mm), 
the input and the output power of 206 kW and 157 kW can be 
predicted, respectively.  

 
Fig. 21 Volume scale method of the proposed topology.  

 
Fig. 22 Influence of machine volume on output power at rated speed. 

VI. PROTOTYPE DESIGN AND RESULT VALIDATION 

In order to validate the FEA results, a prototype machine 
consisting of 12 stator poles made of laminated steel, a 10-
pole high speed PM rotor (HSR) and a 14-pole low speed PM 
rotor (LSR) was fabricated and tested. For the sake of 
manufacturing simplicity, the magnets and the stator pieces 
were made to be rectangular as can be seen in Fig. 23. The 
main design parameters are listed in Table V. On the other 
hand, using the same prototype dimensions, an FE model is 
established and simulated with the aid of 3D-FE software. 
The prototype was tested at no-load to calculate the cogging 
torque, static MG torque and back-EMF. Moreover, the on-
load static torque at half load and full load currents was 
measured and compared with the predicted results. 
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              (a)                                                              (b)                                             

             
                            (c)                                                 (d) 
Fig. 23 The machine prototype. (a) Stator, (b) Rotors (c) Stator pole. (d) The 
assembled machine prototype. 

TABLE V 
THE PROTOTYPE DIMENSIONS AND PARAMETERS. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

HSR pole pair no. (ph) 5 LSR  pole width (mm) 10 
LSR pole pair no. (pl) 7 LSR  pole height (mm) 20 

No. of stator slot (ns) 12 Rotors back iron 
thickness (mm) 3 

No. of coils /phase 4 Stator  pole height (mm) 20 
No. of turns /phase 168 Coil diameter (mm) 0.71 

Air-gap width (mm) 0.5 Winding resistance /phase 
(Ω) 0.5 

Axial length (mm) 30 Winding inductance 
/phase (mH) 0.54 

Stator (ID)  (mm) 48 Packing factor 0.5 
Stator (OD)  (mm) 88 Max. rated current (A) 6 

HSR  pole thickness (mm) 3 Gearing ratio Gr 1.4 
HSR  pole width (mm) 14 Magnet material N35SH 
HSR  pole height (mm) 20 PM remanence Br (T) 1.21 

LSR  pole thickness (mm) 3.5 Iron material Mild 
steel 

A. Cogging torque 
The individual cogging torques of HSR and LSR were 

firstly measured utilizing the measuring method described in 
[32] and with the aid of the test rig shown in Fig. 24. One 
rotor shaft was connected to a balance beam to measure the 
force produced by the prototype with the aid of a digital 
weight scale while the other rotor was able to freely rotate. 
The stator was fixed to the lathe machine which could be 
freely rotated to vary the rotor position. Moreover, a pre-load 
weight was located on the beam above the digital scale to 
keep continuous attachment with the digital scale when the 
position was changed. By changing the stator angular 
position, the cogging torque at different rotor positions could 
be measured for each rotor. 

Fig. 25 shows the measured and predicted LSR cogging 
torques for the proposed magnetically geared machine. 
Similarly, Fig. 26 shows the measured and predicted HSR 
cogging torques. It is obvious that the predicted cogging 
torques of LSR and HSR are relatively small. Moreover, since 
the magnet shape has been changed for manufacturing 
consideration, the machine cogging torque is expected to be 
changed. It is clear that utilizing rectangular magnet reduces 
the LSR cogging torque amplitude, whereas the cogging 
torque of the HSR is significantly increased by utilizing a 
rectangular magnet shape as shown in Fig. 25 and Fig. 26, 
respectively. The discrepancy between FEA and tested results 
is caused by manufacturing tolerances. 

 
Fig. 24 Test rig for static torque measurement. 

B. Phase back-EMF 
  The measured and predicted phase back EMF are compared 
and plotted in Fig.27. The HSR was driven by a 400 rpm 
prime-mover; therefore, an approximate 285 rpm is measured 
for the speed of LSR. It shows that the measured and 
predicted back-EMF amplitudes are approximately 5.9V and 
6.2V, respectively, in which a good validation is obtained, 
and the difference between the measured and the predicted 
EMF amplitudes is mainly attributed to the manufacturing 
imperfection. 

C. No-load and on-load torques 

The measured and predicted LSR and HSR static MG 
torques are compared in Fig. 28. The MG torque can be 
measured by applying forces to the HSR shaft and measuring 
the corresponding LSR forces with the aid of a digital scale. 
It is obvious that, at no-load, the machine MG torque is zero 
at the initial position since the relative angle between HSR 
and LSR is zero elec. deg. In addition, the MG torque for the 
LSR rotor increases with the relative angle and it reaches 
maximum when the relative angle between the two rotors 
equals 90 elec. deg. Moreover, according to the obtained LSR 
and HSR torques, it is confirmed that the magnetic gear ratio 
for the prototype is approximately 1.40. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 25 Comparison of cogging torques for different magnet shapes.  
(a) Waveforms. (b) Spectra. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 26 Comparison of HSR cogging torques at different magnet shape.     
(a) Waveforms. (b) Spectra 

 
(a) 

 
          (b) 

Fig.27 Comparison of 3-phase back EMFs at 400 rpm. (a) Waveforms.  
(b) Spectra. 

The on-load static torque is measured utilizing the same 
measuring method of cogging torque described in [32] and 
with the aid of the test rig displayed in Fig. 24. To do this, 
one rotor was fixed in place to the stator with a clump which 
is fixed to a lathe machine. Moreover, the other rotor shaft is 
connected to a balance beam to measure the force produced 

by the prototype with the aid of digital weight scale. In this 
case, the rotor will be stationary whereas the fixed rotor and 
the stator are rotated to vary the rotor position. Subsequently, 
by supplying the stator windings with DC currents (荊a噺荊┸ 荊b噺荊c噺伐オ荊), the prototype on-load static torque can be 
measured. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that to obtain 
maximum on-load LSR static torque, the d- axis of the HSR 
pole and the phase A stator pole should be aligned as 
indicated in Fig. 29. 

 
Fig. 28 Comparison of predicted and measured no-load MG static torques 
of HSR and LSR. 

 
Fig. 29  Stator and rotor connection and alignment for static torque 
measurement. 

The measured and predicted LSR static torques at different 
stator currents are compared in Fig. 30. When the stator 
winding is fed by specific current, an electromagnetic torque 
can be obtained and the machine torque increases further as 
the LSR position increases. The measured and predicted LSR 
torque constants are 0.18, and 0.19, respectively. Similarly, a 
comparison between the measured and the predicted HSR 
static torques at different stator currents are shown in Fig. 31. 
In this case, the LSR is fixed with the stator whereby the HSR 
torque is measured. The measured and predicted HSR torque 
constants are approximately 0.15. A good validation between 
measured and simulated results is therefore obtained.  

 
Fig. 30 Comparison of predicted and measured LSR static torques at 
different currents. 
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Fig. 31 Comparison of predicted and measured HSR static torques at 
different currents.  

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this study, a new axial flux magnetically geared machine 
for power split applications is presented. Combining an axial 
magnetic gear with a PM machine results in a new 
magnetically geared machine which is capable of splitting or 
mixing the machine input powers. Furthermore, various 
operating modes of the proposed topologies are studied and 
investigated. It has been shown that the mechanical input 
torque applied on either the HSR or the LSR can be scaled up 
or down by utilising the proposed AFMGPM. Moreover, the 
output torque transferred by magnetic gearing effect can be 
increased by the armature reaction torque. The performance 
comparisons between MG12/5-7 and MG12/4-8 show that 
both topologies have significant torque density at no-load and 
on-load conditions. Nevertheless, MG12/4-8 has lower 
torque and higher torque ripple compared to MG12/5-7. In 
general, the machine performance investigation states that at 
specific relative angle of two rotors, the torque produced by 
the armature current can be controlled by the machine’s 
current angle. In addition, the proposed machine has been 
designed, prototyped and tested. Overall, the prototype 
confirms the proposed machine’s operation principle and the 
measured results show a good agreement with the predicted 
results. 
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